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I like to program computers

● API, Billing, DNS, Log Delivery, Metrics, 
Add-ons, and Customer Performance Help.

● queue_classic, log-shuttle, l2met, nginx-
buildpack, plus tons more...

● Put as much code in GH as possible

https://github.com/ryandotsmith/queue_classic
http://log-shuttle.io
http://r.32k.io/l2met-introduction
https://github.com/ryandotsmith/nginx-buildpack
https://github.com/ryandotsmith/nginx-buildpack
https://github.com/ryandotsmith?tab=repositories
https://github.com/ryandotsmith/nginx-buildpack


First time in Japan. I love it!



Goals

● State why we care about concurrency
● Motivation for removing sequential code
● Understand the problem with locks
● Show practical example of lock-free design
● Understand that performance is zero sum



The Problem

Your website is slow.
You want to make it fast.



Common Causes

● Repeating work
● Doing work you shouldn't
● Ineffective parallelism



Want: Linear Performance



Amdahl's Law



Only 20% Sequential



20% Sequential



Want: Linear Performance



Destroy Sequential Code





A lock is designed to enforce a mutual 
exclusion concurrency control policy.

–Wikipedia Definition of a Lock



Destroy Sequential Code
Remove all locks



Shared mutable state often is accompanied by 
a lock.

Queues are often shared mutable state.

Maybe we should focus on queues?



queue



PostgreSQL Queue

update jobs
returning *
set reserved_at = NOW()
where reserved_at is null
order by id desc
limit 1;





FIFO



FIFO
Fuzzy FIFO



PostgreSQL Queue Improved

update jobs
returning *
set reserved_at = NOW()
where reserved_at is null
order by id desc
limit 1
offset rand(10);





$ time deq lock -n 10000 -c 10
real    0m39.258s                                                                                                                      
user    0m0.692s                                                                                                                       
sys     0m1.120s                                                                                                                       

$ time deq lock-free -n 10000 -c 10
real    0m19.827s                                                                                                                      
user    0m0.484s                                                                                                                       
sys     0m1.184s

Benchmark

https://github.com/ryandotsmith/rubykaigi
https://github.com/ryandotsmith/rubykaigi


github.com/ryandotsmith/queue_classic

https://github.com/ryandotsmith/queue_classic
https://github.com/ryandotsmith/queue_classic


int

listDequeue(list *l, void *buf)

{

if(pthread_mutex_lock(&l->lock) != 0) {

return 1;

}

node *first = l->head->next;

l->head->next = first->next;

    *buf = *first->data;

free(first);

l->length--;

if(pthread_mutex_unlock(&l->lock) != 0) {

return 1;

}

return 0;

}

C Queue



C Queue Improved
int

queueDequeue(list *l, void *buf)

{

node *head, *tail, *next;

while(1) {

head = l->head;

tail = l->tail;

next = head->next;

if(head == l->head) {

if(head == tail) {

if(!next) {

return 0;

}

__sync_bool_compare_and_swap(&l->tail,

tail, next);

} else {

*(char *)buf = *(char *)next->data;

int cas = 0;

cas = __sync_bool_compare_and_swap(&l->head,

head, next);

if(cas) {

break;

}

}

}

}

free(head);

return 1;

}



Benchmark

$ time ./example
real 0m0.211s
user 0m0.751s
sys   0m0.020s

$ time ./example-lock
real 0m3.795s
user 0m1.341s
sys   0m2.469s

https://github.com/ryandotsmith/queue_lkls.git
https://github.com/ryandotsmith/queue_lkls.git


Trading simplicity for performance.



Conclusion

● Sequential code kills performance
● Locks make code sequential
● Removing locks changes semantics
● Engineering is about trade-offs
● Concurrency Is Not Parallelism
● A Scalable Lock-free Stack Algorithm
● Simple, Fast, and Practical Non-Blocking 

Queue Algorithms

http://vimeo.com/49718712
http://vimeo.com/49718712
http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~shanir/nir-pubs-web/Papers/Lock_Free.pdf
http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~shanir/nir-pubs-web/Papers/Lock_Free.pdf
http://www.cs.rochester.edu/~scott/papers/1996_PODC_queues.pdf
http://www.cs.rochester.edu/~scott/papers/1996_PODC_queues.pdf
http://www.cs.rochester.edu/~scott/papers/1996_PODC_queues.pdf
http://www.cs.rochester.edu/~scott/papers/1996_PODC_queues.pdf


Thanks!

–@ryandotsmith


